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IB DP Year 2 student Amina Bushra has been selected out of 1500 applicants
as one of the youth ambassadors for the hundrdED Youth Ambassador
Programme, a collaboration between hundrED and IBO (International
Baccalaureate Organization) as part of the Festival of Hope. This programme
welcomes 300 Youth Ambassadors from around the world to connect,
discuss the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and create a positive
impact in their communities. Congratulations to Amina as she has added
another feather to the success cap of AusIS.

Amina Bushra - hundrdED Youth
Ambassador

DP-2 Amina Bushra
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On the 15th of February, 2024, DP1 and WACE students embarked on an
enlightening educational trip to CCDB Climate Center at Gazipur - Asia’s first
climate center! As we delved into the five ecosystems of Bangladesh, put
together in one captivating destination, each moment revealed new insights
about the rapid changes in the climate over the years, allowing us to connect
the matter to many of our subjects, such as the Sciences, Digital Society, as
well as Economics. As we viewed the interactive exhibits demonstrating the
many ways in which we are combatting long-term effects of climate change
as well as attempting to promote eco-friendly alternative adaptation and
mitigation technologies, it ignited a passion within us to strive for a
sustainable future.

Journey to Explore CCDB - Climate Centre -
An Interdisciplinary Approach

The students look around the Climate Centre
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AusIS was honoured to host a special event titled EmpowerHER, focused on
promoting gender equality among our students. The event featured
inspirational presentations and discussions led by representatives Ms. Elina
Viola Hedman and Ms. Nubayra Jeheen from UN Women, Bangladesh. UN
Women Bangladesh is the United Nations entity dedicated to gender equality
and the empowerment of women around the globe. The goals of the
EmpowerHER event aligned closely with the UN Women’s Mission and the 17
Sustainable Development Goals, specifically Goal 5 - Achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls. Grade 10 students also presented their
interview projects, interviewing women within their community to understand
gender bias. From the event, AusIS students gained perspective on the current
global situation for both men and women, the barriers still in place for gender
equality, and the important role young people play in achieving empowerment.

EmpowerHER Event Brings 
UN Women to AusIS 

UN Women's message resonates with AusIS students
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The students of AusIS commemorated and mourned the lives lost on
February 21, 1952. The day, which is now known as International Mother
Language day, marks an important milestone in Bangladesh’s endeavors
to reach independence, and to pay our respects to the many languages
and cultures present globally, students demonstrated multiple cultural
displays of dance and narration. Our international students were also
asked to come to the stage and say a few words of respect for their
language, allowing us to embrace the diversity present in our school.
Only through events like these can we become internationally minded
students and global citizens of the world.

International Mother Language Day

Students attend the assembly for International Mother Language Day 
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Exploring Chinese Culture Through Art

The students of Mandarin ab
initio and Visual Arts took part
in a collaborative class, where
the students learned about
Chinese festivals and
demonstrated their
understanding of the art of ink
painting by recreating an ink
painting of their choice. In
addition, the Visual Arts
students of the DP Year 1
immersed themselves in
printmaking as a crucial part of
their creative learning process,
creating different patterns
aligned with their perceptions
and themes. Their work filled
the room with an artistic aura
depicting their understanding
and demonstration of
printmaking.

Students learn about historical Chinese ink painting techniques 


